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Swami:  Good evening guys. Day after tomorrow the program starts.  
The major, this year, Shiva Ratri concept as usual, but it's little 
extraordinary… to making the seventy people to giving the birth of 
Atma Lingams and giving the mechanism – how it's really possible… 
spiritual chocolates. And talking about the Jesus’ life and I'm visiting, 
this year in the May to the States and to Europe. After that for one year, 
one and half years I'm not visiting any country. Majorly concentrating 
on writing the new bible about the Jesus’ life, after his crucifixion what 
happened. So we have some evidences, some proofs, certain what he 
really demonstrated in the globe, and his messages, his principles and 
the theme of the depth of the miracles. We lost that bridge, so I'm 
writing that. Until the globe really recognizes it, I don't think so I'm 
traveling anywhere.   
 
Pretty good I traveled, I did, but at the university time I'm teaching all 
techniques to the students. That's another theme. And we'll see how 
these Yellow Scarf people will do the job producing Atma Lingams, and 
the Japanese some Khandana Yoga, some Parkaya Pravesh, some 
demonstrating and the depth of the mechanism of the Shiva-Shakti 
union, how to come out from the darkness into the light.   
 
So by the grace of Baba, by the grace of Shiva energy, it will go very 
well. The major important point, try to take care of your health and 
whenever I started to teaching the mechanism the senior most students 
especially don't hesitate, if you have any confusions, to ask. You have to 
make sure to clarify, understand? Many students have different, 
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different processes, you done it. By this Shiva Ratri I'm making 
complete all your process done, to make you guys release in the globe.  
To able to teach, to demonstrate the depth of Artharva Veda… Artharva 
Veda I explained before, whole Artharva Veda is completely to do with 
the vibrations of the prayers how it will impact on our soul.   
 
On the day the group, eleven people, Yellow Scarf they started and it's 
also a big challenging to me.  I know some souls are a little sensitive, but 
they're coming up, they'll do it. They'll do it. Everything is possible once 
if you have the determined heart, complete surrendity, complete open 
heart, having patience and practice. There's nothing there in the planet 
that's impossible thing. If you want to reach to achieve something, you 
should not explain your moments even in the nature. You should not 
release what is really in you. You know what I'm saying? It's between 
you, the master, and the nature, only these three guys. The nature 
always wants to disturb you. It's always planning how to destroy 
because of, you're involving in the nature and you're catching the 
nature, controlling the nature, the nature that easily won't accept it.  
That's supernatural science. So, you're going to connect some divine 
spirit, you're going to heal a person with heartbreak, you're going to 
heal a cobra bite or a person who you really want to take care the crazy 
sickness - you're not giving an idea or a concept to him you're going to 
heal him.  I'll explain the mechanisms… so far I done it with evidences.  
 
And the major, if you think Baba history, he never preached, he never 
taught, he never, ever gave even one person upadesh, just he sends his 
love.  And even though he didn't teach to his simple philosophy, why 
his austerities' power is buried under the gurusthan – satya, dharma, 
shanti, prema, the four lights.  So the depth of why we need to do 
austerities, why we need to do all the different processes. I know I 
pretty good confused few peoples. Every year two, three programs I 
created to doing to confuse.  Once if you really got confused, then I have 
pretty good chance on you with your soul - I can shift it, I can change it 
from one place to another place. When I give a little awareness I'm 
going to do for you this, you're soul won't accept it. That's why there's a 
lot of negative spirits, negative vibrations, lot of disasters are 
happening, because of some evil energies…  So we'll see. 
 
This Shiva Ratri will be very interesting.  It's opening the door to the 
globe.   

End of Talk 


